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Abstract 
A management platform is an integral part of any modern computer 

network. Its role in any kind of network (research or commercial) is 

undeniable. By using the management solution, the operators of the 

network monitor, troubleshoot and manage the network from a centra-

lized location. In a research network such as the Mid Sweden University 

(MIUN) IPTV test bed, it also plays a very important role. Researchers 

can setup different configurations for the underlying network according 

to their research goals. MIUN IPTV test bed is expanding in the sense 

that it is covering a greater geographical area and more researchers are 

using the network in order to carry out their experiments. In this project, 

an attempt will be made to develop a management platform for the 

IPTV network. This platform will manage the whole network and will 

give the researchers opportunity to setup trail field by configuring the 

network devices according to their experiments. 
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1 Introduction 
The next significant aspect for digital communication is IPTV. The 

newest trend in communication is converging traditional independent 

services such as voice and video under a single transmission medium 

that uses internet protocol (IP) for its transport. Mid Sweden University 

(MIUN) is one of the leading universities in Sweden which actively 

participates in IPTV research. The university has already set up a large 

test network for this purpose. Researchers are pursuing their research 

by using a large variety of networking equipment. Due to a lack of 

software for configuration management of the devices difficulties are 

being encountered in configuring the devices for experimental setups. In 

this project, an attempt will be made to develop a management platform 

in order to ease the burden of managing the devices in the network. The 

solution will provide a central management for these devices. 

1.1 Background 

The Norrsken test network has been built to provide a large trial field 

and it will be used to conduct long term quality measurements on live 

IPTV feed. The network is made up of fifteen hundred kilometers of 

fiber covering eleven cities with urban area networks. In each city there 

is a measurement node. The network for research is separated by using 

coarse wavelength-division multiplexing (CWDM) technology and 

tagged vlan technology. Measurement nodes have been setup in 

different locations over the network. These nodes will measure the 

quality of service (QoS) of the IPTV traffic. Different topologies will be 

implemented between the nodes to measure the quality of the IPTV 

transmission. In brief the network appears as is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: IPTV Experimental Network Setup 

 

Currently, there are 15 measurement nodes (MN) in the test bed (only 8 

are shown in Figure 1). In the physical layer, they are connected in a ring 

topology. In layer-3, there is a unique VLAN laid out between two 

consecutive nodes and routing is performed over these VLANs. So, 

logically the network also behaves like a ring. 

 

In each node, there is one switch and one router connected. If two 

consecutive nodes are taken, their appearance is as is shown in Figure 2 

at layer-2.  

 

Trunk Link

MN01 MN02  
Figure 2: Two management nodes at layer-2 
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The switches at different nodes are connected by an 802.1Q trunk link.  

However, there is a virtual point-to-point link between the nodes 

created by the underlying VLAN. In addition, the router connected at 

each node forwards packets via this VLAN. In layer-3, the connection 

between two nodes appears as is shown in Figure 3.  

 

VLAN 101

 
Figure 3: Two management nodes at layer-3 

 

At layer-3, the current network topology is a ring topology because of 

this configuration. This unique configuration at layer-3, provides   a 

network where it is possible to build any kind of logical topology by 

merely creating links between the nodes by using VLANs. For example, 

it could be that a topology such as that shown in  Figure 4 is required .  
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Figure 4: Test network with four nodes 

 

To make a network as in the above diagram, the requirement is merely 

to remove all the virtual links created by VLANs. In addition, four links 

are setup between nodes 1, 3, 4 and 5 by using four different VLANs. 

This can be achieved by changing only the configuration in the switches 

and routers connected at the participating nodes. It is not necessary to 

change anything in the physical layer.  
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At present, the problem in constructing this type of instant 

reconfiguration of a network topology is the absence of any kind of 

configuration management software for the devices in the test bed.  

Management software is required so that a researcher can easily upload 

the configuration changes to the devices and thus   the network is 

reconfigured at layer 3. Each topology (network) made by a researcher, 

represents a research project. It is also necessary to separate different 

networks from the perspective of participating network devices so that a 

researcher is able to gain access to devices in only one network at a time. 

These problems will increase with the expected expansion of the 

network.  Thus, an easy and secure management platform for the test 

bed is required.  

 

1.2 Purpose 

For past several years Mid Sweden University (MIUN) has been 

conducting research on IPTV. The research concerns IPTV transmission 

and its related issues. MIUN is using Norrsken Broadband Network for 

its IPTV research. With the continuation of such research, more nodes 

will be added to the network. Currently, the network does not use any 

kind of configuration management software to manage the networked 

devices (routers, switches, servers etc.). With the growth of the network, 

device management will be an issue in the future. 

 

At the present time, if a researcher requires to change the configuration 

of devices necessary for his/her experiment, a login to individual 

devices must be obtained and every device must be configured 

separately. Sometimes, it also requires a visit to the nodes physical 

facility. If there is a disruption in the network operation due to the 

researcher’s miss-configuration, the network manager must also be 

involved. The administrator also restores the configuration of devices 

manually after finishing his/her experiment. 
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The MIUN test bed network for IPTV requires custom built 

management software to manage the devices in the network and 

centralized software is also required for management solutions. The 

software must provide easy and secure access to all network devices, 

device configuration changes and backup, configuration validity checks, 

remote power recycling of devices etc. It must provide services 

according to the type of user using the software. Administrative users 

require facilities such as   – add/remove device, add/remove user etc. In 

addition, another important requirement is that the software is a web 

based solution to enable access to be gained to the service anywhere 

where the internet is available. 

 

After developing this web based management solution for the IPTV test 

bed, the problem of managing the network and its users will be solved. 

The users of the network (administrators and researchers) can access 

and manage the devices from anywhere according to their privileges. 

There will be no need for a physical visit to the different node facilities 

in order to change the configuration. More importantly, if the network is 

broken due to a miss-configuration, it can be restored quickly from the 

backup repository provided by the management solution. 

 

1.3 Goals 

The MIUN test bed is used for researching IPTV related issues such as  – 

different multicast routing, Layer-2 multicast solution (IGMP Snooping, 

CGMP etc.), QoS, use of different video encoding for transmission 

(H.264, MPEG-4 etc.). Experiments data is collected and analyzed in 

order to obtain performance statistics and draw conclusion for the 

research under investigation. Our project goal is to provide a web based 

solution for the configuration management of the network devices in the 

network, so that every user of the network can setup and manage the 

devices according to their needs. 

 

1.4  Outline 

In Chapter 2, the relevant theory and requirement analysis of the project 

will be conducted. Also the final features set for the management soft-

ware will be defined. In Chapter 3, the overall design of the project such 

as the database design, PHP classes design etc. will be discussed. In 
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Chapter 4, the implementation of the most important features of the 

management platform will be explained. In Chapter 5, the steps to 

deploy the management platform in a Linux server will be explained. 

Also, a demonstration of an experiment on a network topology by using 

the management platform will be shown. 
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2 Theory and requirements 
 

2.1 Network Management 
The management of a network consists of the activities, methods, 

procedures, and tools required for the operation, administration, 

maintenance, and provisioning of networked systems [1]. 

 

 Operation keeps the network (the services provided by the 

network) up and running smoothly. It monitors the network to 

detect problems as soon as possible, ideally before users are 

affected. 

 

 Administration keeps track of the resources and their assignment 

in the network. All the housekeeping to keep the network under 

control is conducted in this manner. 

 

 Maintenance deals with performing repairs and upgrades - for 

example, equipment replacements, such as when an updated 

operating system image for a router is available or when adding a 

new switch to the network. By tuning the device configuration 

parameters, it ensures that the managed network runs better. 

 

 Provisioning deals with configuring resources in the network to 

support a given service. For example, to set up the network so 

that a new customer can receive an IPTV service. 

 

2.2 Framework for network management 
A management reference model acts as a conceptual framework for 

organizing the different tasks and functions that form part of network 

management. A reference model provides guidance for the 

development of a network management system in the following way – 

 

 It helps to check a management system for completeness. It forces 

the developer to differentiate between different management 

tasks that must be addressed. 
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 It helps to categorize and group different management functions 

according to their relationship. 

 

 It helps to discover scenarios and develop use cases that are 

required to be collected, and to identify interdependencies and 

interfaces between the different management tasks. 

 

To develop a network management system, the developer must follow a 

standardized model or framework. There are several models developed 

by ISO (international Standard Organization) and ITU (International 

Telecommunication Union). Among the reference models FCAPS [2] is 

the most well established and widely accepted model. Other framework 

includes TMN [3] (Telecommunications Management Network), 

OAM&P [4] (Operation, Administration, Maintenance and 

Provisioning), eTOM [5] (enhanced Telecom Operations Map) etc. A 

brief overview of FCAPS model is given in Chapter 2.2.1. 

 

2.2.1 FCAPS (Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance, Security) 

FCAPS is the model and framework for network management 

recommended by ISO. FCAPS stands for Fault, Configuration, 

Accounting, Performance and Security. FCAPS is a subset of TMN 

model which addresses only network management activities. 

  

 
 

Figure 5: TMN Reference Model Refined with FCAPS [1] 
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The five domains of FCAPS are  

  

 Fault management discovers and corrects network problems.  

Preventive measures are then taken to protect the network from a 

recurrence of these problems. This ensures the network is 

operational and minimizes the downtime. 

 

 Configuration management monitors and controls day-to-day 

operations of a network. It coordinates all the hardware and 

programming changes. Additionally, new programs and 

equipments installation, update of existing programs and 

systems, the removal of obsolete systems and programs are also 

managed by the configuration management. 

 

 Accounting management determines the distribution of resources 

among the enterprise subscribers. This minimizes the operational 

costs by making the most effective use of the system resources 

available. Accounting is also responsible for the appropriate 

billing of users. 

 

 Performance management manages the overall performance of the 

enterprise network. Potential problems and bottlenecks in the 

network are identified and throughput is maximized by solving 

them. Improvements that will provide the greatest enhancement 

to overall performance of the network are identified. 

 

 Security management protects the network from unauthorized 

users and physical and electronic sabotage. It is responsible for 

authentication and authorization of network users and devices. 

Confidentiality of user information is also maintained by security 

management. 
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2.3 Network management protocols 
 

2.3.1 SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) 

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [6][7]is the de facto 

standard for exchanging management information between network 

devices. It is an integral part of the TCP/IP protocol suite. In modern 

communication networks SNMP is used to manage network 

performance, find and solve network problems, and plan for network 

growth. 

 

An SNMP enabled network consists of three main components [8]: 

managed devices, agents, and network-management systems (NMSs). 

 

 A managed device is a network node that contains an SNMP agent 

and that resides on a managed network. Managed devices collect 

and store management information and make this information 

available to NMSs using SNMP. Examples of managed devices 

are routers, access servers, switches, computer hosts, printers etc. 

 

 An agent is a management software module that exists in a 

managed device. An agent has local knowledge of management 

information and translates that information into a form 

understandable by SNMP.  

 

 An NMS runs a software application that monitors and controls 

managed devices. The processing and memory resources 

required for the network management are provided by the NMS. 

 

The relationships between these three components are shown in Figure 

6. 
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Figure 6: Relationship between SNMP components [8] 

 

SNMP has three basic commands: read, write, and trap for monitoring 

and controlling managed devices. 

 

 The read command is used to monitor managed devices. The NMS 

examines different variables that are maintained by the managed devic-

es to obtain the state information of a device.  

 

The write command is used to control managed devices. The NMS 

changes the values of variables stored within the managed devices to 

push for a new configuration.  

 

The trap command is used by managed devices to report events or alert 

conditions to the NMS. When certain types of events occur (example – 

device failure, interface failure, routing table change, service level de-

gradation etc.), a managed device sends a trap to the NMS. 

 

SNMP is a request/response protocol. The NMS issues a request, and the 

managed devices return responses. To achieve this behavior four proto-

col operations: Get, GetNext, Set, and Trap are used. The Get operation 

retrieves the value of one or more object instances from an agent. The 
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GetNext operation retrieves the value of the next object instance in a 

table or a list within an agent. The Set operation sets the values of object 

instances within an agent. The Trap operation is used to inform the 

NMS of a significant event which has occurred in the managed device. 

 
2.3.2 CLI (Command Line Interface) 

CLI, the command-line interface, is the interface by which we can man-

age, monitor and troubleshoot networking equipment. It is the interface 

by which a human interacts with a device by typing commands. 

 

From a management perspective, CLI is not a management protocol at 

all. However, indirectly, it can be used for management purposes. Not 

all the management functions of a device are supported by SNMP or 

other management protocols. Those functions can be achieved by using 

the CLI. Different devices from different manufactures have imple-

mented CLI in their own style. For example, Cisco devices CLI is known 

as IOS (Internetwork Operating System) and Juniper Networks devices 

CLI is known as JunOS (Juniper operating System).  These two differ 

significantly with reference to the structure of their command line 

syntax.  A custom scripting language can be used in order to obtain the 

management information from a device by interacting with the CLI. At a 

later stage it is possible to parse that information in order to select only 

the required management information. An example would be – using an 

Expect [] script to download the configuration of a router to a TFTP 

server. However, the problem is that for each type of device with a 

different CLI syntax it becomes necessary to write separate scripts. This 

type of management is dependent on the device type. It does not pro-

vide a common standard based interface as is the case with SNMP. 

 
2.3.3 SYSLOG 

Syslog is a client/server protocol: Lonvick [9] the sender (syslog client) 

sends small text messages to the receiver. The receiver is syslog daemon 

or syslog server. Syslog uses TCP or UDP as the transport protocol. 

Syslog messages are sent in clear text. It is also possible to use SSL 

wrapper to provide encryption for syslog messages [10]. 

 

Syslog is used for system management and security auditing. Syslog is 

supported by a wide variety of devices and operating systems. Because 
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of this wide support, syslog is used to integrate log data from the ma-

naged devices into a central repository (database). Figure 7 shows syslog 

integration with management application. 

 

 
Figure 7: Syslog integration in management system [1] 

 
2.3.4 NetFlow 

NetFlow [11] is a management protocol that is used for collecting 

statistical data about the networking traffic, defined as flows. It is the 

preferred protocol for management applications and specifically deals 

with performance measurement and traffic accounting. The operation of 

NetFlow is shown in Figure 8. 
 

 

Figure 8: NetFlow architecture [12] 
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NetFlow is developed by Cisco Systems to run on Cisco IOS-enabled 

equipment for collecting IP traffic information. Though it is a 

proprietary protocol, many other platforms support it (JunOS, FreeBSD, 

openBSD etc.). Because of its widespread use, IETF is in the process of 

making it a standard. The IETF standardized protocol will be based on 

Netflow version 9 and will be called the Internet Protocol Flow 

Information eXport (IPFIX) [13]. 

 

NetFlow collects statistics about the IP traffic in the network by 

identifying flows. A flow is a unidirectional sequence of packets 

containing the following 7 values:  

 

 Source IP address 

 Destination IP address 

 Source port number 

 Destination port number 

 IP protocol 

 Ingress interface 

 IP Type of Service 

 

When the traffic generated by a flow finishes, the device (router or 

switch) outputs a flow record which contains the traffic statistics for that 

flow. 

 

A NetFlow record can contain all the information about the traffic in a 

given flow. NetFlow version 5 record contains the following [12]: 

 

 Version number 

 Sequence number 

 Input and output interface  

 Timestamps for the flow start and finish time 

 Number of bytes and packets observed in the flow 

 Layer three headers:  

o Source & destination IP addresses 

o Source and destination port numbers 

o IP protocol 

o Type of Service (ToS) value 

 TCP flags 
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 Layer three routing information:  

o IP address of BGP next hop 

o Source & destination IP subnet masks 

 

By analyzing the flow data, it is possible to build traffic flow and traffic 

volume patterns in a network.  
 

2.3.5 NETCONF 

NETCONF [14] is a network management protocol developed in the 

IETF by the Netconf working group. The protocol specifically deals with 

the configuration management of devices. It possesses easy mechanisms 

in order to install, manipulate, and delete the configuration settings of 

network devices. Additionally some monitoring functions are also 

supported. NETCONF uses extensible markup language (XML) for data 

encoding and protocol messages. The NETCONF protocol operations 

are performed by using Remote Procedure Call (RPC). The four main 

architectural layers in NETCONF are shown in Figure 9. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9: NETCONF architectural layers [15] 
 

The content layer deals with the configuration data contained in the 

configuration files which will be used by theNETCONF operations. 

NETCONF does not specify what this data is and how it is represented. 
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The operations layer contains and implements the management 

operations. The most common operations are <get>, <get-config>, <edit-

config>, <copy-config>, <delete-config>, <lock>, <unlock>, <close-

session>, <kill-session>. By using these operations NETCONF manages a 

device’s configuration. 

  

The RPC layer allows manager applications to execute functions on 

agents, using a request-response pattern. When it is necessary to 

perform a management operation, an RPC-request is sent to the device. 

The device changes its configuration according to the request. After a 

successful operation, the managed device sends a RPC-reply to the 

manager application. It can also generate notifications if any errors 

occur when performing the requested management operation. 

 

 

2.4 Designing a Network Management System 
 

2.4.1 Modeling the system 

The main focus of any management application is how the application 

area is modeled – that is, how network devices, cards, ports, 

connections, users, services, and dependencies and relationships among 

them are represented. The resulting models are abstractions of the real 

world that management algorithms and network managers have to 

operate on. Due to the constant technical evolution of networks and 

services, modeling makes management functionality easier to extend 

and maintain. A proper modeling and analysis allows for the 

management of lab setups for a large variety of educational purposes 

[16].   

 

 The system should be modeled with methodologies such as the Unified 

Modeling Language (UML). Object oriented modeling allows for the 

design of both a modular and an extended system. But model 

development largely depends on the particular problem domain under 

investigation. Thus an in-depth analysis of the system must be 

conducted and the modeling techniques selected accordingly. 
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2.4.2 Databases 

Management systems require persistent storage space. The management 

application must store the configuration information with which to 

provision the network and services. They can also cache information 

from the network which reduces the queries to the network element if 

requested a number of times. 

 

Management systems generally use existing database management 

systems such as Oracle, MySQL, and Microsoft SQL Server etc.  Factors 

such as disk I/O frequency, network connection speed must also be 

taken into consideration when deploying the database system used by 

management application. 

 

2.4.3 Communication Protocols 

Management applications communicate with the network elements they 

manage. The communication is performed by using management 

protocols. When selecting a management protocol consideration must be 

given to the management features that are provided by those protocols. 

For example, Netflow is designed specifically for IP traffic accounting 

and performance measurement. In addition the technical properties of 

those protocols including – reliable or unreliable, network event 

generation, data collection by push or pull method [17] etc. must be 

considered. The management protocol should be selected based on 

considerations to all the technical and management capabilities it offers. 
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2.4.4 User Interfaces 

In the end, management applications are used by humans to manage the 

network. Thus human factors must also be considered when developing 

a management system. Networks can be very large in both size and 

complexity. Thus, a user interface is required which allows efficient 

visualization and navigation of the management functionality.  The 

front end of the management application must present the network to 

the operators in such a way that the functionalities are both easily 

understood and accessible. An efficient front end reduces the 

operational errors performed by the operators of the network. This web 

based configuration management system for executing lab trials has 

been influenced by design patterns discussed in [18][19].  Consideration 

must also be given to the back end management services. The 

management server must scale well. Hundreds of operations are 

required to be supported simultaneously. The back end must be capable 

of handling the exchange of large amounts of information between the 

server and the user interface clients. 
 

 

2.5 Expect: A tool for configuration management 
Expect [20][21] is an automation and testing tool which is as extension of 

Tcl scripting language, for interactive applications such as telnet, ftp, 

passwd, rlogin, ssh and others. It uses UNIX pseudo terminals to en-

close sub processes transparently, allowing the automation of applica-

tions that are accessed over a terminal. It also has extensive regular 

expression support and general programming capabilities, which allows 

simple scripts to control programs such as telnet, ftp and ssh. 

 

An important usage of Expect is configuring network devices by mani-

pulating its CLI [22][23]. Many of these devices provide some type of 

command-line interface, but these usually do not support any scripting 

language. An Expect script can spawn a shell, connect to the device, and 

configure it in order to achieve the administrator’s goal. An intelligent 

decision can also be made concerning the action to be taken from the 

output generated in the CLI. In a nutshell, Expect is equipped with all 

the necessary tools that are required for automating any command-line 

interface. 
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Below is a sample script to automate an ftp session [20]:  
 

# Open an ftp session to a remote server, and wait for a username prompt. 

  spawn ftp $remote_server 

  expect "username:" 

  # Send the username, and then wait for a password prompt. 

  send "$my_user_id\r" 

  expect "password:" 

  # Send the password, and then wait for an ftp prompt. 

  send "$my_password\r" 

  expect "ftp>" 

  # Switch to binary mode, and then wait for an ftp prompt. 

  send "bin\r" 

  expect "ftp>" 

  # Turn off prompting. 

  send "prompt\r" 

  expect "ftp>" 

  # Get all the files 

  send "mget *\r" 

  expect "ftp>" 

  # Exit the ftp session, and wait for a special end-of-file character. 

  send "bye\r" 

  expect eof 
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2.6 Requirement analysis of the system 

 A management platform for the MIUN IPTV test bed network will be 

developed.  After analyzing the current system, some of the 

requirements necessary in order to determine the solution are given in 

Chapter 2.6.1 – 2.6.8.  

 

2.6.1 User Administration 

The system will have two types of users – administrators and regular 

users. Administrators will have unrestricted access to all devices under 

management. They will also have additional facilities such as – 

 

 Add/remove users 

 Add/remove devices 

 

2.6.2 Device Management 

Different topologies are implemented in the test bed according to the 

research problem under investigation. It will allow unrestricted access 

of the device management to the administrative users. However, regular 

users must select a management network (i.e. – which represents a 

topology setup for an ongoing experiment). They can only manage the 

resources in that management network. Only one independent network 

will be allowed to configure at a time. 

 

2.6.3 Remote Access 

Secure remote access (SSH) to devices by using java applets. 

 

2.6.4 Configuration backup 

The system will provide facility to backup the running (current) 

configuration of devices before making any changes to them. 

 

2.6.5 Configuration upload 

Users can upload their pre-built configuration files to different devices. 
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2.6.6 Creating configuration 

The system will provide a template of configuration commands for 

known devices (for example, Cisco, Netgear). From these templates a 

user can make his/her own configuration by merely making the 

necessary changes such as the IP address, autonomous system number, 

routing protocol process-id, interface number, IP address of routing peer 

etc. 

 

2.6.7 Configuration files checking 

Whenever a user attempts to upload a configuration file it will be 

checked according to some established criteria which include the 

following –  

 

 Vlan 1 and 99 shall never ever be used in a research 

configuration. 

 Unused ports must be disabled. 

 No mixed ports. Either tagged for tagged ports or untagged for 

untagged ports. 

 Use of correct AS number, routing process-id etc. 

 Network prefix advertised by different routing protocols. 

 

2.6.8 Access to devices 

Some devices including – access server, switched rack PDU are used 

only to configure, manage and access the network in a fail safe envi-

ronment. Only an administrator can access and configure these devices. 

 

2.7 Prototype network for development 

 The software cannot be developed and tested directly on the IPTV 

network. If any miss-configuration occurred due to the software testing, 

it will disrupt the IPTV transmission. A prototype network is required 

in which the developed software can be implemented and tested. A 

prototype network has been setup in the university’s Cisco Lab where 

this is possible. The prototype consists of Cisco, Level One and Netgear 

switches, Opengear access server, APC switched rack PDU and Linux 

server. Most of the development will be conducted using this prototype 
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before using the solution in the real IPTV network. The network topolo-

gy of the prototype network is shown in Figure 10. 

VLAN 101

VLAN 104 VLAN 103

VLAN 102

RING

 

Figure 10: Logical diagram of prototype network used for development 

The prototype network is built on a ring topology. Each switch logically 

represents a node. Two adjacent switches are connected with a different 

VLAN. This is performed in order to isolate the traffic between two 

adjacent nodes. A router is also connected with each switch which 

routes packets to different nodes via the configured VLAN. This was 

constructed so that the prototype network would resemble the real 

MIUN test bed as closely as possible. At layer-2, a rapid spanning tree is 

used. The 802.1 q thinking protocol is configured to carry traffic of 

different VLANs. At layer-3, IGMPv3 and PIM sparse mode is 

configured for multicasting. OSPF is used as the igp for forwarding 

traffic between different VLANs. SNMP is also configured for remote 

monitoring and troubleshooting.  
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For testing purpose, all the devices in the network are connected with an 

OpenGear access server. This provides access to the devices if they lose 

their IP connectivity because of a miss-configuration. The devices are 

also connected with an APC switched rack PDU which enable the 

devices to be power recycled remotely. A linux server is also connected 

with the network in which all the necessary tools are installed for the 

development. The network is using 192.168.0.0/24 network for its IP 

connectivity.  

 

The solution will be built as open source and platform independent web 

based tools. The most common tools that will be used in the 

development are 

 

 Programming language – PHP, Perl, Java Applet, Expect 

 Database – MYSQL 

 Web Server – Apache 
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3 Project Design 

3.1 Database Design 

The project requires a database to store all the information about the 

users and devices in the network under a management platform. The 

information stored in the database will be queried before carrying out 

any management tasks requested by the users. The database server used 

in the project is MySQL 5.  
 

 A database named miun-iptv was made for this project. The database 

contains the following tables for storing information –  

 

Table 1: Users 

Field Data Type Length (bytes) 

username varchar 30 

description varchar 50 

password varchar 32 

userid varchar 32 

userlevel tinyint 1 

email varchar 50 

timestamp int 11 

 

Table 1 will store the information related to the users of the system, for 

example, their usernames, passwords and email. 

 

Table 2: Active Users 

Field Data Type Length (bytes) 

username varchar 30 

timestamp int 11 

 

Table 2 is used to track all the users who are currently logged in and 

using the system. It will also store the time when they logged in the 

‘timestamp’ field. 
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Table 3: Active Guests 

Field Data Type Length (bytes) 

ip varchar 15 

timestamp int 11 

 

Table 3 will track all the guest users who are not logged into the 

website, but merely viewing it. It will store their IP addresses and the 

time when they started viewing our management website. 

 

Table 4: Devices 

Field Data Type Length (bytes) 

did bigint 8 

dname varchar 32 

ddescription varchar 64 

dipaddress varchar 15 

dnetwork varchar 32 

dtype varchar 32 

dusername varchar 32 

dpasswd varchar 32 

denpasswd varchar 32 

dtftpipaddress varchar 15 

daccess bool 1 

dtelnet bool 1 

dtelnetport smallint 2 

dssh bool 1 

dsshport smallint 2 

dwebaccess tinyint 1 

dpdu bool 1 

dpduoutlet smallint 2 

dpduipaddress varchar 15 

dpduprotocol varchar 15 

dpduprotocolport smallint 2 

dpduuser varchar 32 

dpdupasswd varchar 32 
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Table 4 stores all the information related to the devices that will be 

managed by our management platform. It stores information including  

device name, description, IP address, device’s management network, 

username, password and enable password for accessing the device, 

TFTP server IP address, telnet port number, SSH port number, PDU 

outlet number to which the device is connected, PDU username and 

password etc. 

 

For a detailed description of the data types and their usage, the MySQL 

documentation should be investigated [24]. 

 

3.2 PHP Class Design 

The management solution for managing routers and switches in this 

case will be web based.  PHP was chosen as the server side scripting 

language. According to the requirements described in Chapter 2, some 

PHP classes were analyzed and developed with all the required 

variables and methods that will be the core of the system. Object 

oriented PHP was used because of the flexibility provided by the object 

oriented design. Later in implementation, it can be seen that the majority 

of the processing is performed by merely invoking objects of the defined 

classes. The PHP classes developed for this web management system are 

described below by using UML 2 Class Diagrams [25]. This design has 

used the free script named JP Master’s PHP Login System [26]. The scripts 

have also been modified accordingly in order to fulfill the requirements 

for this project. For details regarding the implementation of the classes, 

the source code   supplied with the project should be looked at. 
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Database Class (MySQLDB) 

 
class database.php

MySQLDB

+ connection:  var

+ num_active_guests:  var

+ num_active_users:  var

+ num_members:  var

+ addActiveGuest(var, var) : var

+ addActiveUser(var, var) : var

+ addNewDevice(var, var, var, var, var, var, var, var, var) : var

+ addNewUser(var, var, var, var, var) : var

+ calcNumActiveGuests() : var

+ calcNumActiveUsers() : var

+ confirmUserID(var, var) : var

+ confirmUserPass(var, var) : var

+ devicenameTaken(var) : var

+ getDeviceInfo(var) : var

+ getNumMembers() : var

+ getUserInfo(var) : var

+ MySQLDB() : var

+ query(var) : var

+ removeActiveGuest(var) : var

+ removeActiveUser(var) : var

+ removeInactiveGuests() : var

+ removeInactiveUsers() : var

+ updateDeviceField(var, var, var) : var

+ updateUserField(var, var, var) : var

+ usernameTaken(var) : var

 
 

Figure 11: Class diagram for MySQLDB 

 

This class (see Figure 11) will be defined in ‚/include/database.php‛ file of 

the web site. The object of MySQLDB class will be invoked each time it 

is necessary to connect to the database and query it for the required 

information. It contains the following variables:  

 

var $connection;//The MySQL database connection 

var $num_active_users;//Number of active users viewing site 

var $num_active_guests;//Number of active guests viewing site 

var $num_members;//Number of signed-up users 

 

The important functions in MySQLDB class are the following:  
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MySQLDB (): 

This is the constructor of the class. It is called first when required to 

make a new object of this class. The main task of this function is 

connecting with the database server and checking the availability of the 

database miun-iptv. If any database connectivity related error occurs, it 

will stop processing and show the error to the user. 

 

query(): 

This function performs any database query that is requested because of 

user input. It returns the result of the query for further processing. 

 

addNewUser(): 

This function adds a row in the user’s table containing all the 

information of a user when a new user is created. 

    

confirmUserID(): 

This function compares the userid field of the database with the userid 

that is stored in the cookie stored in the client machine. 

 

confirmUserPass(): 

This function compares the password of a user that is stored in the 

database with the password supplied by a user when he/she attempts   

to log into the system. 

 

usernameTaken(): 

When a new user is created, this function checks the database for any 

existing user name which is the same as that which is being attempted 

to be created. 

 

getUserInfo(): 

This function returns a database row containing all the information of a 

user for whom the query was made.  

 

addNewDevice(): 

This function adds a row in the devices table containing all the 

information of a device when a new device is added to the system. 
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devicenameTaken(): 

When a new device is added, this function checks the database for any 

existing device with the same name as that being attempted to be added. 

 

getDeviceInfo(): 

This function returns a database row containing all the information of a 

device for which a query was made.  

 

Class Form 

 

class form.php

Form

+ errors:  var = array()

+ num_errors:  var

+ values:  var = array()

+ error(var) : var

+ Form() : var

+ getErrorArray() : var

+ setError(var, var) : var

+ setValue(var, var) : var

+ value(var) : var

 
 

Figure 12: Class diagram for Form 

 

This class (see Figure 12) will be defined in ‚/include/form.php‛ file of the 

web site. The object of Form class will be invoked each time it is 

necessary to process the information supplied by the user in an HTML 

form. This class will help to verify whether the user has input the correct 

information or not. If the provided information is not correct then it will 

display appropriate warning messages to the users and allow them to 

correct the errors. It contains the following variables: 

  

var $values = array();//Holds submitted form field values 

var $errors = array();//Holds submitted form error messages 

var $num_errors; //The number of errors in submitted form 
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The important functions in Form class are following: 

  

Form(): 

This is the constructor of the class. The main task of this function is 

collecting the user inputs in an HTML form and also the errors which 

have occurred due to those inputs. Then it will allow the user to correct 

their inputs by explaining why the previous inputs were incorrect. 

 

value(): 

This function returns the value attached to the given form field. If none 

exists, it will return an empty string. 

  

error():  

This function returns the error message attached to the given form field. 

If none exists, it will return an empty string. 

 

Class Session 

 
class session

Session

+ logged_in:  var

+ referrer:  var

+ time:  var

+ url:  var

+ userid:  var

+ userinfo:  var = array()

+ userlevel:  var

+ username:  var

+ checkLogin() : var

+ editAccount(var, var, var, var) : var

+ generateRandID() : var

+ generateRandStr(var) : var

+ isAdmin() : var

+ login(var, var, var) : var

+ logout() : var

+ Session() : var

+ startSession() : var

form.php::Form

mailer.php::Mailer

database.php::MySQLDB

Require

Require

Require

 
 

Figure 13: Class diagram for Session 
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This class (see Figure 13) will be defined in ‚/include/session.php‛ file of 

the web site. The object of Session class will be invoked each time a user  

logs  on to the system. This is the master class that will manage a user 

session after he/she has logged onto our web site.  An individual user’s 

activities will be maintained and recorded in the site by using this class. 

This class will be using the PHP’s built in session and cookie 

management facility for tracking the users in the site. For detailed 

examples, the reader should view the Session Handling in PHP [27] and 

PHP Cookies [28]. It contains the following variables: 

 

var $username; //Username given on sign-up 

var $userid; //Random value generated on current login 

var $userlevel; //The level to which the user pertains 

var $time; //Time user was last active (page loaded) 

var $logged_in; //True if user is logged in, false otherwise 

var $userinfo = array();//The array holding all user info 

var $url; //The page url current being viewed 

var $referrer; //Last recorded site page viewed 

 

The important functions in Session class are the following:  

 

startSession(): 

This function performs all the actions necessary in order to initialize this 

session object to track a user after a successful logon. It will also attempt 

to determine whether the user has already logged in by reading the 

cookie stored in the user’s computer. It will also update the active 

visitor’s table which is used to display the current users and guests 

viewing the web site. 

 

login(): 

When the user has submitted his/her username and password through 

the login form, this function checks the authenticity of that information 

in the database and creates the session. 
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logout(): 

This function is called when the user wants to be logged out of the 

website. It deletes any cookies that were stored on the user’s computer, 

destroys session variables and demotes his/her user level to guest. 

 

Class AdminProcess 

 
class AdminProcess

AdminProcess

+ addDevice(var, var, var, var, var, var, var, var, var) : var

+ AdminProcess() : var

+ checkDevicename(var) : var

+ checkUsername(var) : var

+ editDevice(var, var, var, var, var, var, var, var, var) : var

+ editDeviceSearch() : var

+ procAddDevice() : var

+ procDeleteDevice() : var

+ procDeleteUser() : var

+ procEditDevice() : var

+ procRegister() : var

+ procUpdateLevel() : var

+ register(var, var, var, var, var) : var

session::Session

Require

 
 

Figure 14: Class diagram for AdminProcess 

 

This class (see Figure 14) will be defined in ‚/admin/adminprocess.php‛ 

file of the web site. The object of AdminProcess class will be invoked 

each time it is necessary to process the information in an HTML form 

that is accessible only to an administrative user. Examples of such forms 

are – register new user, delete an existing user account, add to new 

device, delete a device, edit device information etc. 

 

The important functions in AdminProcess class are the following: 

 

procRegister(): 

This function processes the new user registration form, if errors are 

found, the user is redirected to correct the information, if not, the user is 

effectively registered with the system and an email is sent to the newly 

created user. 
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procDeleteUser(): 

This function checks the availability of the submitted username in the 

database. If the username is found, it deletes the user account. 

Otherwise, a user name not found is shown. 

 

procAddDevice(): 

This function processes the Add New Device form, if errors are found; it 

redirects to correct the information. Otherwise, the new device is added 

to the system for management. 

 

procDeleteDevice(): 

This function checks the availability of the submitted device name in the 

database. If the device name is found, it deletes the device. Otherwise, 

device name not found is shown. 

 

procEditDevice(): 

This function processes the Edit Device form, if errors are found; it 

redirects to correct the information. Otherwise, the selected device's 

settings are changed and stored in the database. 

 

Class Process 

 

class Process

session::Session
Require

Process

+ procChangeNetwork() : var

+ procEditAccount() : var

+ Process() : var

+ procForgotPass() : var

+ procLogin() : var

+ procLogout() : var

+ procMakeConfig() : var

+ procSaveConfig() : var

+ procSelectNetwork() : var

 
 

Figure 15: Class diagram for Process 
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This class (see Figure 15) will be defined in ‚/process.php‛ file of the web 

site. The object of Process class will be invoked each time it is necessary   

to process the information of a user submitted form (the HTML form 

accessible to ordinary users). It redirects the user to the correct pages if 

errors are found. It also handles the logout procedure. 

 

The important functions in Process class are as follows: 

 

procLogin(): 

This function processes the user submitted login form, if errors are 

found; the user is redirected to correct the information. Otherwise, the 

user is effectively logged in to the system. 

 

procLogout(): 

This function simplifies the logout procedure for a user. As there is no 

separate form for logout; it is invoked when a user clicks on the ‘logout’ 

button. 

 

procEditAccount(): 

This function allows the currently logged in user to change his/her 

account information. Password verification is mandatory when a user 

attempts to edit his/her account information. 

 

procForgotPass(): 

When a user requests for a new password, this function verifies the 

given username in the database. If it finds the user name in the database, 

it generates a new password and emails it to the user. 

 

procSelectNetwork(): 

When a regular user selects a network form the available management 

networks, this function sets the user management network in a session 

variable and redirects him/her to the manage devices page with only the 

devices available for that selected network. From there the user is able to 

manage the devices available to him/her in his/her selected network. 
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procChangeNetwork(): 

When a regular user is working on a selected management network, this 

function allows the user to change the current network. If the user 

requests to change his/her network then he/she  is redirected to the 

select network page from where he/she can change his/her management 

network. But the user is only allowed to work on a single management 

network at a time. 

 

procMakeConfig(): 

This function displays a predefined configuration template for a device 

in a network. Supported devices are Cisco, NetGear and APC PDU. This 

frees the user from the burden of making a configuration for a device 

from scratch. The user can edit the template according to his/her needs. 

 

procMakeConfig(): 

This function allows the user to save a predefined configuration 

template for a device to his/her computer. Supported devices are Cisco, 

NetGear and APC PDU. The user can edit the template according to 

his/her needs. After that he/she can save the template to his/her 

computer and upload it to the proper device in the network.  

 

Class ConfigMgmt 

 

class ConfigMgmt

ConfigMgmt

+ ConfigMgmt() : var

+ procDloadConfApcPdu(var) : var

+ procDloadConfCisco(var) : var

+ procDloadConfLevelOne(var) : var

+ procDloadConfNetGear(var) : var

+ procPduManage(var, var) : var

+ procUploadConfApcPdu(var) : var

+ procUploadConfCisco(var) : var

+ procUploadConfLevelOne(var) : var

+ procUploadConfNetGear(var) : var

+ uploadFile(var, var) : var

 
 

Figure 16: Class diagram for ConfigMgmt 
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This class (see Figure 16) will be defined in ‚/dev-config/configmgmt.php‛ 

file of the web site. The object of ConfigMgmt class will be invoked each 

time   a configuration file from a supported device type is uploaded or 

downloaded and a device can be powered on, off and rebooted via an 

APC power distribution unit.  Thus this class handles the configuration 

management of devices in the network. 

 

The important functions in Form class are the following: 

 

ConfigMgmt(): 

This is the constructor of the class. The main task of this function is 

collecting the management requests from the user for a device and 

initiating  the necessary action such as  running expect scripts, 

uploading files to TFTP server etc. in order to perform that task. It will 

also display whether any errors have occurred during a management 

operation and provides feedback to the user as to why his/her request 

has failed. 

 

procDownloadConf(): 

There are four different versions of this function. Each one deals with a 

different device type. Supported devices are – Cisco, NetGear, LevelOne 

and APC PDU. This function downloads the current running 

configuration file from the supported device types. It creates a file in the 

TFTP server to store the configuration, checks the IP connectivity to the 

device and runs the expect script to download the configuration file 

from the device. It displays error messages if the download of 

configuration has failed. And if the download of configuration operation 

is successful, this function allows the user to save the configuration file 

in his computer. 
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procUploadConf(): 

There are four different versions of this function. Each one deals with a 

different device type. Supported devices are – Cisco, NetGear, LevelOne 

and APC PDU. This function uploads a configuration file from the user 

to the selected device and applies those configuration settings as the 

running configuration for that device. It creates a file in the TFTP server 

to save the configuration files uploaded by the user, checks the IP 

connectivity to the device and runs the expect script to upload the 

configuration file into device. It displays error messages if the upload of 

configuration has failed. And if the upload of configuration operation is 

successful, this function displays the user that his configuration settings 

have been applied to the device. 

 

uploadFile(): 

This function allows the user to upload a configuration file for a device 

from his/her computer to the TFTP server. It checks whether a user is 

uploading the proper type of file according to the device type. For 

example, Cisco’s configuration file must be in text format and LevelOne 

configuration file must be in binary format for a successful file upload. It 

also displays an error if a file upload operation has failed due to the 

user’s input and provides feedback in order to correct the errors.  
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4 Project Implementation 

4.1 Add a new device 

The process of adding a device for management is explained in the flow 

chart in Figure 17.  

 
Start
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Figure 17: Adding a new device flow chart 

 

The steps involved in the above flow chart are   

 

1. Only users who have administrative privileges can add a device 

for management. The option for adding new devices is not 

available to the management interface of ordinary users. If an 

ordinary user attempts to access the relevant php page to add 

devices, it will display error message. 

 

2. When an Admin user attempts to add a device, an add device 

html form will appear.  The form must be completed with the 

correct information. Some types of incorrect information are, 
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device name is not alphanumeric, description is not 

alphanumeric, IP address is not properly formatted, a device with 

the same name already exists, telnet or ssh port is not specified 

etc. For any input error, the form will display an error with the 

relevant information. 

 

3. If all the submitted information of anadd new device form is 

correct; then all the information will be added in the database. In 

addition there will also be a dynamically generated web page to 

manage the device. 

 

In this management platform, devices such as access server, and a 

switched rack PDU, which is only used for network provisioning are 

included. Only administrators should manage these devices. Other 

users do not need to manage these devices for their experiments. When 

adding a new device an option called ‘access to all’, is available which 

allows the access privilege for a device to be defined. If this option is not 

selected, then only an administrator can manage the device from the 

management platform. 
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4.2 Delete a device from management 

The process of deleting a device from the system is explained in the flow 

chart in Figure 18.  
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Figure 18: Deleting a device flow chart 

 

The steps involved in the above flow chart are   

 

1. Only users who have administrative privileges can delete a 

device. The option for deleting devices is not available to the 

management interface of ordinary users. If an ordinary user 

attempts to access the relevant php page to delete devices, it will 

display an error message. 

 

2. When an Admin user attempts to delete a device, the device 

name must be specified correctly. An error will occur if a name 

for a device which does not exist in the database is specified.  
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3. If the submitted device name is found in the database, then the 

database will be updated by deleting all the information of the 

specified device. 

 

4.3 Editing a device’s settings 

The process of editing the settings of an existing device is explained in 

the flow chart in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Editing a device flow chart 

 

The steps involved in the above flow chart are   

 

1. Only users who have administrative privileges can change the 

settings of an existing device. The option for editing the device 

settings is not available to the management interface of ordinary 

users. If an ordinary user attempts to access the relevant php 

page to edit devices, it will display an error message. 
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2. When an Admin user attempts to edit a device, the device name 

must be specified correctly. If a device name which does not exist 

in the database is specified then an error message will appear.  

 

3. When the device is found in the database, an HTML form filled 

with the information of the device will be found in the database. 

It will display the previously configured device’s description, IP 

address, telnet or SSH port number, web access (HTTP or 

HTTPS) etc. It is then easy to change and save the required 

information. 

 

4. Again when this edit device HTML form is submitted it will be 

checked for input errors such as - device name is not 

alphanumeric, description is not alphanumeric, IP address is not 

properly formatted, a device with the same name already exists, 

telnet or ssh port is not specified etc. For any input error, the form 

will display an error with the relevant information. 

 

5. If all the submitted information of edit device form is correct; 

then the changed information will be added to the database. 

Then, the next time, this device in the dynamic web page for 

management is loaded the new options will appear. 

 

4.4 Selecting a management network 

One of the most important design goals of this management platform is 

to ensure that independent research projects are maintained separately. 

Each project creates a network topology according to the research prob-

lem under investigation. A set of devices participates in a network. The 

network to which a device belongs is defined when it is added to sys-

tem. Only an administrator has unrestricted access to any device. How-

ever, ordinary users must select which management network is requires 

and only devices in that network can be managed. The procedure of 

selecting a management network is explained in the flow chart in Figure 

20.  
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Figure 20: Selecting a management network flow chart 

 

The steps involved in the above flow chart are  

 

1. When a user attempts to access the device management, his/her 

credentials are checked. If the user level is administrator, he/she 

will gain unrestricted access to manage any device that is added 

to the system. 

 

2. If the user is an ordinary user, the system will check whether or 

nothe/shehas a PHP session variable $_SESSION [mgmt_network] 

defined. If the variable is defined, then he/she will be redirected 

to the management interface for the network in $_SESSION 

[mgmt_network]. 

 

3. Otherwise, the system will find all the available networks in the 

devices table from the database. The user must select a network 

from the list. 
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4. The network selected by the user will be then set as $_SESSION 

[mgmt_network]. The device management interface will be loaded 

only with the devices in that network. 

 

5. $_SESSION [mgmt_network] is a session variable, it will remain 

unchanged as long as the user’s session is not destroyed. It will 

also prevent the user from accessing devices in other networks if 

the network in the session variable does not match. So, a user will 

be forced to manage one single network at a time. 

 

6. There is also an option for changing the management network. 

Then the user must leave the current network and select a new 

network for management. He/she will no longer be able to 

configure the devices in the old management network. 

 

4.5 Manage a device 

 A dynamic PHP page has been constructed to manage a device. When a 

user clicks on the link to manage a particular device, the page will show 

all the information about a device such as its name, IP address, 

description etc. All of the information will be collected from the 

database. Also the management options that have been selected when a 

device is added will be available. Some of the management options are 

telnet device, SSH device, access web management interface, upload 

configuration, save configuration and restart device via PDU. 

 

When a user selects a device for management, the system first checks 

whether the device belongs to his/her current management network. If 

the device is not in this selected management network, then it will not 

be possible to perform any management task on the device. If the device 

belongs to his management network, then it displays only the 

management options that are configured by an administrator when the 

device was added into the system.  
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The available management options for a device are telnet or SSH into 

the device, download configuration file from a device, upload 

configuration file to a device, power on, off and reboot a device via APC 

power distribution unit.  Java applets and expect scripts have been used 

to perform these management tasks.  

 

4.5.1 Telnet and SSH to a device 

Two different java applets have been used to make the telnet or SSH 

connection to the device. The applet used for the telnet connection is JTA 

- Telnet/SSH for the JAVA platform [32]. The applet used for the SSH 

connection is MindTerm [33]. Both of the applets are freely available in 

internet and are able to be used for educational purposes. 

To access a device via telnet or SSH, these features must be enabled 

when added to the system. When the button to make a telnet or SSH 

connection to a device is clicked, the java applet will be loaded in the 

client browser. The client must trust and accept the certificate to load the 

applets. For this project, a self signed certificate generated by Java 

Development Kit (JDK) 6.0 has been used.  

 

4.5.2 Web based management of a device 

Presently the majority of networking equipment is managed by means 

of   a web based interface.  The users are also allowed to access this 

interface from the management platform.  

 

To access the built in the web management interface of a device the 

administrator must enable this when the device is added into the 

system. The device may support both HTTP and HTTPS protocols for 

web management. The administrator must manually configure the 

device in order to select the protocol to use for web management and 

this protocol must be specified when the device is added into the 

management platform. 

 

4.5.3 Download configuration from a device 

The system supports the download of running configuration from 

different devices. Supported device types are – Cisco, NetGear, Leve-

lOne and APC PDU. The main task of downloading configuration from 
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the selected device is carried out by individual expect scripts written for 

each supported device type. The following is an explanation for the 

procedure to download the configuration from a Cisco device.  

The steps involved in downloading the configuration from a supported 

device type are given in the flow chart in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21: Download configuration from a device flow chart 
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The steps involved in the flow chart are 

 

1. A file will be created in the TFTP server to save the configuration 

of the selected device. If the file creation is not successful, then 

the system will display an error to the user and the procedure 

terminates. 

 

2. If the file is created successfully in the TFTP server, the necessary 

parameters to run the expect script will be collected and the script 

will be executed using those parameters. Some of the parameters 

are the device’s IP address, username, password, enable 

password, TFTP server IP address etc. 

 

3. If the script executes successfully then the downloaded 

configuration will be saved in the file created in the TFTP server 

and sent to the client’s computer. The user can save the 

downloaded configuration file in his/her computer.  

 

4.5.4 Upload configuration to a device 

The system supports the upload of configuration files to devices differ-

ent to that of the user. Supported device types are – Cisco, NetGear, 

LevelOne and APC PDU. The main task of uploading the configuration 

to the selected device is carried out by individual Expect scripts written 

for each supported device type. Only the procedure for downloading 

the configuration from a Cisco device will be explained at this point.  

The steps involved in uploading the configuration file to a supported 

device type are given in the flow chart in Figure 22.  
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Figure 22: Upload configuration to a device flow chart 

 

The steps involved in the flow chart are   

 

1. The user will upload his/her configuration file for the device to 

the TFTP server. If file upload is not successful, then the system 

will display an error to the user and the procedure terminates. 

 

2. If the file is uploaded successfully to the TFTP server, the 

necessary parameters to run the expect script will be collected 

and the script will be executed using those parameters. Some of 

the parameters are the device’s IP address, username, password, 

enable password, TFTP server IP address etc. 

 

3. If the script executes successfully then the uploaded 

configuration will be applied to the device. The user will be given 

confirmation that his/her configuration settings have been 

applied to the device. 
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4.5.5 Power on, off or reboot a device via APC PDU 

If a device is connected with an APC PDU it is possible to remotely turn 

it on, off or reboot it.  An expect script will be run which will send the 

necessary commands to the APC PDU to performed the desired power 

function. The requested power function is performed on the PDU’s 

outlet to which the device is connected.  

4.5.6 Creating template configuration 

The system allows the creation of configuration files for supported 

devices from a template. The administrator can create and upload 

template configuration files for a management network. The regular 

users can view the template, edit and save it to their computer.   
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5 Project Deployment 

5.1 Installing and configuring the Linux server 

The management system was deployed in a Linux server. Cento 5.2 has 

been installed in the server and the setup in the prototype network. 

CentOS distribution is the free variant of RedHat Linux Enterprise. 

Because of its superiority as an enterprise class distribution and free 

availability, CentOS was chosen as the operating system for the server. 

In the following section, the means by which other necessary software 

and tools were installed in our server will be explained. 

 

5.1.1 Setting up a TFTP server 

A TFTP server is required in which it is possible to upload and down-

load the configuration files for different devices.  The TFTP server 

packages were installed in the Linux box by using the command –  

 

[root@localhost ~]# yum install "tftp*" 

 

Then the configuration file ‚/etc/xinetd.d/tftp‛ was edited and c the line 

disable = no was changed to enable the TFTP server.  

 

Then the xinetd service was restated to run the TFTP server   

 

[root@localhost ~]#service xinetd restart 

 

By default, all the files in TFTP server are stored in the ‚/tftpboot‛ direc-

tory. The permission of that directory is changed so that the users of the 

management system can download and upload files in the TFTP server. 

 

[root@localhost ~]#chmod 777 /tftpboot 
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5.1.2 Setting up a FTP server 

 An FTP server is required to upload the files of this management sys-

tem in the web server. Whenever a problem is fixed or a new feature is 

implemented in the management system, the updated files will be 

transferred to the web server via FTP.  The FTP server packages were 

installed in the Linux box by using the commands –  

 

[root@localhost ~]#yum install vsftpd 

[root@localhost ~]#service vsftpd start 

[root@localhost ~]#chkconfig --level 35 vsftpd on 

 

5.1.3 Installing the Expect scripting support 

Most of the configuration management tasks will be carried out by 

running Expect scripts in the background.  The Expect scripting support 

was installed by the following command –  

 

[root@localhost ~]#yum install expect.i386 expect-devel.i386 expectk.i386 

 

5.1.4 Installing PHP scripting support 

The web management system was developed by extensive use of PHP. 

The PHP support must be enabled for our web server.  The PHP support 

has been installed by using the following command – 

 

[root@localhost ~]#yum install "php*" 

 

5.1.5 Installing and configuring the MySQL server 

The database server chosen for this development was MySQL 5.  The 

database had to be created before uploading the management system 

files to the web server. The command used to install the necessary 

packages for MySQL was -  

 

[root@localhost ~]#yum install mysql mysql-server mysql-devel 

[root@localhost ~]#service mysqld start 

[root@localhost ~]#chkconfig --level 35 mysqld on 

 

By default, there is no password setup for the root user in MySQL.  

Apassword had to be setup for root user so that it is possible to  use the 
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‚mysql‛ client application. The password was setup by using the com-

mand –  

 

[root@localhost ~]#mysql -u root -p 

Enter Password: <your new password> 

 

Following this, an administrative user named redqueen in MySQL had to 

be setup, who will maintain the database for the management system. 

 

mysql>CREATE USER 'redqueen'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY '*****'; 

mysql>GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON * . * TO 'redqueen'@'%' 

IDENTIFIED BY 'testing' WITH GRANT OPTION 

MAX_QUERIES_PER_HOUR 0 MAX_CONNECTIONS_PER_HOUR 0 

MAX_UPDATES_PER_HOUR 0 MAX_USER_CONNECTIONS 0 ; 

 

Then, the database named miun-iptv was created for the management 

system -   

 

mysql>CREATE DATABASE `miun-iptv` ; 

mysql>use miun-iptv ; 

 

Then, an ordinary user named shariful was created with select, update 

and delete privileges in the database for the management system. This 

user account will be used whenever a database operation is requested 

from any user of the management system. 

 

mysql>CREATE USER 'shariful'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'testing'; 

mysql>GRANT USAGE ON * . * TO 'shariful'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 

'testing' WITH MAX_QUERIES_PER_HOUR 0 

MAX_CONNECTIONS_PER_HOUR 0 MAX_UPDATES_PER_HOUR 0 

MAX_USER_CONNECTIONS 0 ; 

GRANT SELECT , INSERT , UPDATE , DELETE ON `miun-iptv` . * TO 

'shariful'@'%'; 

 

The definition of this database is written in an SQL script named 

dbtables.sql which has been supplied with the code archive of the project.   

This script has been run to make the necessary tables in the database -  

[root@localhost ~]#mysql miun-iptv -u redqueen -p < dbtables.sql 
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5.1.6 Installing and configuring the Apache web server 

The web server from which the management system will be run is 

Apache which was installed by executing the following command –  

 

[root@localhost ~]# yum install httpd.i386 httpd-devel.i386 httpd-manual.i386 

system-config-httpd.noarch 

 

 The per-user web directories feature [34] of Apache will be used to 

deploy the management system in the web server. The management 

system will be uploaded to the public_html directory of a user in the 

Linux box.  This feature is enabled by editing the Apache configuration 

file ‚/etc/httpd/conf/httpd.conf‛. Below is the section where this file was 

edited –  

 

<IfModule mod_userdir.c> 

#enables user directory feature 

    UserDir enabled all 

    UserDir disabled root 

    UserDir public_html 

</IfModule> 

 

#settings for the directory where management system files are uploaded 

<Directory /home/shariful/public_html> 

    DirectoryIndex main.php 

    AllowOverride FileInfo AuthConfig Limit 

    Options MultiViews Indexes SymLinksIfOwnerMatch IncludesNoExec 

    <Limit GET POST OPTIONS> 

        Order allow,deny 

        Allow from all 

    </Limit> 

    <LimitExcept GET POST OPTIONS> 

        Order deny,allow 

        Deny from all 

    </LimitExcept> 

</Directory> 
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 A user named shariful was made in the Linux server. In this user home 

directory all the files will be uploaded.  The permission of the directory 

must be changed so that the files can be read from the outside when 

users are attempting to access the management system via their web 

browsers. 

 

[root@localhost ~]#chmod 755 /home/shariful/public_htm 

 

Then the Apache server is started using the following commands:  

 

[root@localhost ~]# service httpd start 

[root@localhost ~]# chkconfig --level 35 httpd on 

 

5.2 Testing the setup 

After completing all the above mentioned steps, an  ftp connection has 

been made to the server and  all the files have been uploaded  to the 

‚/home/shariful/public_html‛ directory. It is now possible to test the dep-

loyment from a client pc that is attached to the prototype network.  The 

following page was obtained (see Figure 23), after typing the URL 

‚http:// 192.168.0.10/~shariful‛ in the browser. 
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Figure 23: Login screen of management system 

5.3 Making a topology and run experiment 

In order to test the management system, an experimental topology taken 

from Internetwork Expert’s CCIE practice workbook [35] was used. This 

demonstration topology was built using the Dynamips Cisco router 

emulator [36]. In this topology experiments will be made using the 

BGP’s route summarization feature. The network setup is given in 

Figure 24.  
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Figure 24: Logical diagram for BGP experiment 

All the routers are configured with IP addresses given in the above 

diagram and BGP is configured between them.   Two autonomous 

systems AS1 and AS2 are available. BGP peering between the routes are 

as follows   

 R1 is peering with R3 and R4 

 R5 is peering with R3 and R4 

 

And the routes advertised via BGP are   

 

 10.0.0.0/16 and 10.1.0.0/16 are advertised by R1 

 10.2.0.0/16 and 10.3.0.0/16 are advertised by R3 

 204.12.1.0/24 is advertised by R4 

 155.1.5.0/24 is advertised by R5 

 

As all the routers are added into the management system, it is now 

possible to log into these routers from there and run the experiments. 

Figure 25 and Figure 26 are the screen shots from the management 

system. 
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Figure 25: BGP experimental network in management platform 

 

 

Figure 26: Management interface for Router1 
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The routing table output from Router5 shows that the initial configura-

tion is working correctly and that all the BGP routes are installed in the 

routing table. 

R5#sh ip route 

B    204.12.1.0/24 [200/0] via 155.1.45.4, 02:10:21 

B       10.2.0.0 [20/0] via 155.1.0.3, 02:08:17 

B       10.3.0.0 [20/0] via 155.1.0.3, 02:08:17 

B       10.0.0.0 [20/0] via 155.1.0.3, 02:04:08 

B       10.1.0.0 [20/0] via 155.1.0.3, 02:04:08 

 

5.3.1 Experiment 01 

 An experiment is conducted with route summarization in BGP. A 

summary of the routes 10.0.0.0/16, 10.1.0.0/16, 10.2.0.0/16, and 10.3.0.0/16 

is required and only the summary route 10.0.0.0/14 will be advertised to 

BGP. This can be achieved by delivering the following configuring 

change by using the management system in both Router1 and Router 3 –  

 

aggregate-address 10.0.0.0 255.252.0.0 summary only 

 

Following this, if the routing table at Router5 is investigated, it can be 

seen that only summary route 10.0.0.0/14 is there. All the individual 

routes are removed from the tables. For a detailed explanation of com-

mands used above and BGP configuration, Cisco’s BGP documentation 

should be viewed [37]. 

 

R5#sh ip route 

Gateway of last resort is not set 

 

B    204.12.1.0/24 [200/0] via 155.1.45.4, 00:01:23 

     155.1.0.0/24 is subnetted, 3 subnets 

C       155.1.0.0 is directly connected, Serial0/1.1 

C       155.1.5.0 is directly connected, Ethernet1/1 

C       155.1.45.0 is directly connected, Serial0/0 

C    192.168.134.0/24 is directly connected, Ethernet1/2 

     10.0.0.0/14 is subnetted, 1 subnets 

B       10.0.0.0 [20/0] via 155.1.0.3, 00:00:46 
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6 Conclusion 
The management platform that has been developed in this project, 

solved two main problems for the MIUN IPTV test bed   

 

 Dynamic reconfiguration of network at layer-3 

 Keeping separate these layer-3 networks 

 

The first problem was solved by providing telnet, SSH, web manage-

ment, configuration download, configuration upload and remote power 

management facilities in the developed management platform. The 

second problem was solved by restricting the user interface of the man-

agement platform so that only one research network is accessible to the 

user. All other supplementary modules such as user management, 

device management etc. were developed to support the solution for  the 

previous two problems. 

 

The development of any software is an evolving process. The develop-

ment platform has solved the present problems faced by researchers. 

However, there is always the possibility for improvements.  The bugs 

found during its day to day operation must be corrected and changes 

are possible for the user interface. It can also turn into a monitoring 

platform by using SNMP. New modules can be added to solve new 

problems. There are endless functionalities that can be added according 

to the user demand. And with each improvement, the IPTV manage-

ment platform will become more and more useful for researchers using 

the MIUN IPTV test bed. 
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